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Abstract

Residual dipolar couplings measured in weakly aligning liquid-crystalline solvent contain valuable information on
the structure of biomolecules in solution. Here we demonstrate that dipolar couplings (DCs) can be used to derive
a comprehensive set of pairwise angular restraints that do not depend on the orientation of the alignment tensor
principal axes. These restraints can be used to assess the agreement between a trial protein structure and a set of
experimental dipolar couplings by means of a graphic representation termed a ‘DC consistency map’. Importantly,
these maps can be used to recognize structural elements consistent with the experimental DC data and to identify
structural parameters that require further refinement, which could prove important for the success of DC-based
structure calculations. This approach is illustrated for the 42 kDa maltodextrin-binding protein.

Abbreviations:MBP, maltodextrin-binding protein; NOE, nuclear Overhauser effect; DC, dipolar coupling.

Introduction

Since the measurements of residual dipolar couplings
in weakly aligned proteins were first reported (Tolman
et al., 1995; Tjandra et al., 1996; Bax and Tjan-
dra, 1997; Tjandra and Bax, 1997a), significant effort
has been directed in their optimal use in structure
calculations. The interpretation of dipolar couplings
(DCs) in the context of structure relies on five indepen-
dent alignment tensor parameters. These parameters
are typically expressed as the axial component of the
alignment tensor,Aa, the rhombicity of the align-
ment tensor,R, and three Euler angles,α, β, γ, that
specify the orientation of the alignment tensor prin-
cipal axes in the molecular frame. Best-fit values of
the alignment tensor parameters have been used to
demonstrate an excellent correlation between the ex-
perimental DC data and dipolar couplings calculated
from X-ray, NMR, or neutron diffraction structures
(Tolman et al., 1995; Tjandra and Bax, 1997a; Cai
et al., 1999). The utility of DC data as structural probes

has led to their use in structure refinement protocols
(Tjandra et al., 1997; Clore et al., 1998a; Fischer
et al., 1999; Bayer et al., 1999; Baber et al., 1999;
Wu et al., 2000). In this case, alignment parameters
can be estimated using a preliminary structure, such
as an NOE-derived structure (Bayer et al., 1999), or
treated as fitting parameters throughout the calcula-
tions. In practice,Aa andR are usually estimated from
the ‘powder pattern’ histogram of dipolar couplings or
related considerations (Clore et al., 1998a,b), assum-
ing that internuclear vectors connecting coupled spins
are of known length and that their orientations are
uniformly distributed on a unit sphere. The remaining
parameters,α, β, andγ, are dependent on molecular
structure and are treated as fitting parameters.

The interpretation of DCs in terms of molecular
structure depends on the prior availability of structural
information from other sources. For example, most
protocols published to date rely heavily on NOE data,
chemical shifts, and scalar couplings in addition to
dipolar couplings to generate protein structures (Clore
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et al., 1998a; Clore and Garrett, 1999; Fischer et al.,
1999; Markus et al., 1999; Baber et al., 1999; Wu
et al., 2000; Tsui et al., 2000). Recently, Mueller
et al. (2000) have developed a refinement protocol that
utilizes the known structure of the individual peptide
plane. Alternatively, several studies have used X-ray
coordinates as the preliminary structure, which has
been subsequently altered based on solution-state DC
restraints (Fischer et al., 1999; Markus et al., 1999;
Tsui et al., 2000; Skrynnikov et al., 2000). More re-
cently, Annila et al. (1999) used a protein database
to identify protein folds compatible with DC data. In
the same vein, Delaglio et al. (2000) employed struc-
tural information from a protein database in concert
with DC data to assemble a preliminary structure of
ubiquitin which was then further refined using DC and
chemical shift values.

Another important feature of DC-based structure
analysis is the ability to establish the relative orien-
tations of distant molecular fragments. For example,
the relative orientations of domains in multidomain
proteins (Losonczi et al., 1999; Fischer et al., 1999;
Markus et al., 1999; Tsui et al., 2000; Skrynnikov
et al., 2000), the orientation of ligands bound to pro-
teins (Losonczi and Prestegard, 1998; Bolon et al.,
1999), conformational changes at protein binding sites
(Drohat et al., 1999), and the relative orientation of
double helical stems in RNA (Bayer et al., 1999) have
been investigated using DC-based approaches.

In this paper we describe a method to assess the
consistency between a trial protein structure and ex-
perimental DC data. The results are visualised in the
form of two-dimensional maps termed ‘DC consis-
tency maps’. As illustrated below, such maps can be
used to identify the regions in a protein structure that
agree well with the experimental DC data (thus pro-
viding partial structural information) and to quickly
recognize any sources of discrepancy between struc-
ture and DC data originating from incorrect relative
orientations of molecular fragments.

In the first part of this paper, an improved proce-
dure for estimation ofAa andR from the ‘powder
pattern’ histogram of dipolar couplings is presented.
Next, the concept of a frame-independentorientational
restraint is formulated for a pair of internuclear vec-
tors for which DC values are available. Finally, the
results are illustrated for the 370-residue maltodextrin-
binding protein (MBP). In particular, we consider a
number of structures ranging from a random polypep-
tide chain to a high-resolution structure of MBP
and examine how the quality of these structures can

be assessed using the experimental DC data. Two-
dimensional DC-consistency maps are presented for
crystal- and solution-state structures of MBP, clearly
identifying the conformational differences that have
recently been described (Skrynnikov et al., 2000).

It should be noted that after this manuscript had
been prepared a paper by Meiler, Blomberg, Nilges,
and Griesinger was published (Meiler et al., 2000)
where it was demonstrated that frame-independent
pairwise DC-based restraints can be fruitfully used in
structure refinement protocols.

Estimation of Aa and R from fitting the ‘powder
pattern’ distribution of dipolar couplings

Residual dipolar couplings in solution,DIM , are ob-
served when motional averaging of dipolar interac-
tions between spinsI andM is incomplete due to weak
alignment. In order to ensure that DCs involving dif-
ferent types of spins can be treated in the same manner,
it is convenient to define normalized dipolar couplings,
D̃IM :

D̃IM = DIM

DIM
0 〈SIM 〉 = Aa

{
(3 cos2 θ− 1) +

(3/2)R sin2 θ cos 2φ
}

(1)

In Equation 1,DIM
0 = −(1/2π)(µ0/4π)h̄γIγM

〈
r−3
IM

〉
is the dipolar interaction constant,〈SIM 〉 is the order
parameter that reflects averaging due to fast local dy-
namics, andθ andφ are polar angles that specify the
orientation of theIM internuclear vector in the molec-
ular alignment frame. The orientation of the alignment
frame is defined relative to a fixed frame, such as the
X-ray coordinate frame, and is expressed by the Euler
angles{α, β, γ}. The analysis of DC data is particu-
larly straightforward when the internuclear distances,
rIM , are known, such as for pairs of nuclei in a peptide
plane, and when a single effective value of〈SIM 〉 can
be assigned to each type of internuclear vector (Ottiger
and Bax, 1998).

In the limiting case of an infinite number of in-
ternuclear vectors randomly distributed on the surface
of the unit sphere, the dipolar couplings, Equation 1,
form a ‘powder pattern’ distribution (Bloembergen
and Rowland, 1953; Slichter, 1990). It has been
demonstrated that DC data measured in a single pro-
tein molecule display a distribution that resembles a
‘powder pattern’ (Clore et al., 1998b). The histogram
of the experimental DC values can therefore be used
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to extract three parameters of the ‘powder pattern’
distribution: the minimum, the maximum, and the
most frequently occurring DC values. These three pa-
rameters can be converted into reasonably accurate
estimates forAa andR (Clore et al., 1998b).

Although it is fairly straightforward to estimateAa
andR on the basis of the three values extracted from
the DC histogram, more accurate estimates can be
obtained if the entire histogram is used in the fitting.
The advantage of the latter approach is especially clear
when one considers that the minimum and the max-
imum DC values determined from the histogram are
likely to be significantly influenced by measurement
error.

In our treatment, DC histograms are fitted using an
equation which is generated from the convolution of
the ‘powder pattern’ function (Slichter, 1990) with a
Gaussian-type function representing experimental er-
ror (see Appendix). The latter construct is a weighted
sum of Gaussian functions where each term represents
a particular type of measured dipolar coupling. The
weight and standard deviation of each Gaussian are
chosen according to the number of measured DC val-
ues and the corresponding experimental uncertainty,
respectively. Fitting of DC histograms is carried out
using the simplex algorithm, with initial values for fit-
ting parametersAa andR obtained from the approach
described by Clore et al. (1998b).

Results of this fitting procedure are illustrated
using simulated and experimental DC data for the
370-residue maltodextrin-binding protein (MBP) with
boundβ-cyclodextrin. An extensive set of dipolar cou-
plings has been measured for this protein in solution
with Pf1 phage (Yang et al., 1999) and the data were
subsequently used to reconstruct the solution-state
conformation of the protein (Skrynnikov et al., 2000).
An accurate solution-state conformation of MBP was
obtained from high resolution X-ray coordinates by
adjusting the relative orientation of the N- and C-
terminal domains according to the dipolar coupling
data. In particular, the structure 1OMP(S) derived in
this manner from the set of X-ray coordinates 1OMP
(Sharff et al., 1992) is used as a reference in what
follows.

Figure 1 shows the results of fitting the DC his-
togram comprising one-bond N-HN, CO-N, and Cα-
CO couplings measured in MBP. A total of 443 DC
values from residues belonging to structured regions
within the N- and C-domains of the molecule were
included in the analysis (Skrynnikov et al., 2000).
Estimates of experimental errors were obtained from

Figure 1. Experimental DC histogram (broad bars) fitted by a
‘powder pattern’ function (narrow bars; see text and Appendix). Ex-
perimental data comprise 443 one-bond N-HN, CO-N, and Cα-CO
couplings from the structured regions of MBP. The fitted parameters
areAa = 1.55 × 10−3, R = 0.19 (Table 1). A fixed number
of histogram bins, 15, over the entire range of normalized dipolar
couplingsD̃IM have been used throughout these analyses; similar
results are obtained with a larger number of bins.

repeat measurements as reported by Yang et al. (1999).
It should be noted that the DC distribution can also
be slightly broadened by variation ofSIM and rIM
for residues along the polypeptide chain. However,
in large proteins such as MBP, the resulting uncer-
tainty is usually small compared to the measurement
error. Other potential sources of error, such as cross-
correlation effects in conjunction with unresolved cou-
plings (Tjandra and Bax, 1997b), were also found to
be inconsequential.

Table 1 summarizes the results of various proce-
dures used to estimateAa andR in MBP. The two
rows at the top of the table illustrate the effect of
experimental uncertainty on the estimated values of
the alignment parameters obtained from simulated DC
data with added random noise. As expected, target
values ofAa andR can be recovered with high accu-
racy when DC data are fitted using the actual structure
(cf. columns 3 and 7). Reasonably good estimates for
Aa andR can also be obtained from the analyses of
DC histograms. The accuracy of the estimates im-
proves when the entire DC histogram is used in the
fitting procedure (columns 4 and 8) instead of the three
characteristic parameters extracted from the histogram
(Clore et al., 1998b) (columns 5 and 9). However, any
histogram-based approach results in large uncertain-
ties inAa andR when the number of data points is
limited, when measurement errors are significant, or
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Table 1.Aa andR values estimated from N-HN, CO-N and Cα-CO dipolar couplings in maltodextrin-binding protein

DC data Aa × 10−3 R

Target Fitted with
structurec

Fitted with
histogramd

Calculated from
histogram (Clore
et al., 1998b)

Target Fitted with
structurec

Fitted with
histogramd

Calculated from
histogram (Clore
et al., 1998b)

Simulateda

485 pts 1.50 1.50±0.006 1.52±0.04 1.67±0.05 0.20 0.20±0.005 0.23±0.05 0.25±0.04

100 pts 1.50±0.014 1.51±0.12 1.46±0.10 0.20±0.011 0.24±0.12 0.26±0.14

Experimental

443 pts – 1.55 1.55 1.58 – 0.18 0.19 0.20

100 ptsb 1.55±0.04 1.55±0.07 1.47±0.06 0.18±0.03 0.18±0.05 0.18±0.06

aThe synthetic set of DC data has been produced for structure 1OMP(S) using the target values ofAa = 1.50× 10−3 andR = 0.20 and
the values ofα = 6◦, β = 125◦, γ = 119◦ found previously for this structure (Skrynnikov et al., 2000). Prior to the analyses, normally
distributed random noise with a standard deviation of 0.7 Hz (corresponding to an rmsd of 1.0 Hz between repeat measurements) was
added to all data. The mean and standard deviations ofAa andR are estimated from 100 trials where random noise was applied to the
complete set of synthetic DC data (first row) or, alternatively, to randomly selected subsets of DC data (second row).

bThe mean and standard deviations ofAa andR are obtained from the analysis of 100 randomly selected subsets of DC data, where each
subset consists of 100 experimental DC values.

cThe values ofAa,R, α, β andγ are obtained by fitting Equation 1 to the set of DC values using the coordinates of structure 1OMP(S).
Note that the fit is dominated by dipolar couplings with a large amplitude, i.e. N-HN.

dThe fitting function is described in the Appendix.

when the distribution of dipolar vectors is far from
uniform. In practice we found that the gain in accu-
racy due to the improved histogram fitting procedure
is comparable to the uncertainty in estimated values of
Aa andR for the cases considered.

The two rows at the bottom of Table 1 contain the
alignment parameters obtained from experimental DC
data for MBP. The values ofAa andR extracted from
the fitting of the DC histogram are in good agreement
with the results of direct fitting using 1OMP(S) co-
ordinates. A slight but noticeable improvement over
the method of Clore et al. (1998b) is demonstrated. It
is worth noting that application of the two histogram-
based methods helps to quantify the uncertainty in the
resulting values ofAa andR.

The present analysis indicates that sizeable errors
inAa andR arise from the histogram approaches when
only∼100 dipolar couplings measured to within a pre-
cision of∼1 Hz are used in the calculations (second
row in Table 1). In application to biomolecules where
even fewer dipolar couplings are available and where
the corresponding internuclear vectors show prefer-
ences for certain orientations, as is often the case for
RNA and DNA fragments, any strategy relying on DC
histograms is highly unreliable.

Frame-independent orientational restraints for
pairs of internuclear vectors

After the alignment parametersAa andR have been
determined from the DC histogram, Equation 1 can be
used to specify the possible orientations of the internu-
clear vectorIM in the principal frame of the alignment
tensor. Settingz = cosθ allows Equation 1 to be cast
in the following form:

z2 = (D̃IM/Aa)+ 1− (3/2)R + 3R sin2 φ

(3− (3/2)R)+ 3R sin2 φ
. (2a)

For dipolar couplings in the range(−1 + 1.5R) ≤
(D̃IM/Aa) ≤ 2 the solution described by Equation 2a
represents a pair of taco-shaped contours on the sur-
face of the unit sphere, such as shown in Figure 2a
(contours I(a) and I(b), corresponding to positive and
negativez, respectively). Alternatively, for dipolar
couplings in the range(−1− 1.5R) ≤ (D̃IM/Aa) ≤
(−1+1.5R) it is convenient to use a trivial coordinate
transformation(x′, y′, z′) = (x,−z, y), leading to the
following parametrization:

z′2 =
(D̃IM/Aa)+ 1− (3/2)R + (−3+ (3/2)R) sin2 φ′

−3R + (−3+ (3/2)R) sin2 φ′ (2b)

which gives rise to contours II(a) and II(b) in Fig-
ure 2a. Equations 2a and 2b provide a convenient
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Figure 2. Possible orientations of internuclear vectors corresponding to constant DC values represented by contours on the surface of a unit
sphere. The classification of the contours into types I and II is described in the text. Axesx, y, andz represent the principal axes of the
alignment tensor.�min and�max are the minimum and maximum angles, respectively, between the two internuclear vectors tracing out the
pair of contours (DC isolines).

parametrization sincez(z′) exists for arbitrary values
of φ(φ′).

Now consider two internuclear vectors,IM andJN,
for which dipolar couplings,̃DIM andD̃JN, have been
measured. Possible orientations of these vectors with
respect to the principal axes of the alignment frame (x,
y, z) are specified by the curves shown in Figures 2b,c
(for the sake of illustration we choose both contours to
be of type I). From this illustration it is clear that the
angle� between the vectorsIM andJN is restricted to
a certain interval,[�min,�max].

Equation 2a can be used to calculate the dot prod-
uct of the vectorsIM andJN for dipolar vectors that
trace out contours of type I(a). Consequently, it is
straightforward to verify that�min and�max occur
at φIM = φJN = π/2 and atφIM = 0, φJN = π,
respectively. Another solution corresponds to the sit-

uation where one of the vectors lies on contour I(a),
while the other is on contour I(b). Noting that con-
tour I(b) is generated from I(a) by inversion about the
origin, an additional interval of intervector angles can
be readily determined:[180◦ − �max,180◦ − �min].
These results also hold for a pair of contours of type
II where orientations of the vectors are described by
φ′IM , φ′JN according to Equation 2b. In summary, for
a pair of dipolar vectors of the same type (either I or
II) the allowed range of intervector angles is given by
the union of the two intervals,[�min,�max] ∪ [180◦ −
�max,180◦ −�min], where:
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�min/max= arccos

(
1

3± (3/2)R ×
√√√√(D̃IM

Aa
+ 1± 3

2
R

)(
D̃JN

Aa
+ 1± 3

2
R

)
±

√√√√(2− D̃IM

Aa

)(
2− D̃JN

Aa

) (3)

with the upper sign corresponding to�min and the
lower sign to�max.

The situation is slightly different for a pair of dipo-
lar vectors that belong to different types, I and II. In
this case, the minimum angle is obtained atφIM =
π/2, φ′JN = 3π/2, while the maximum occurs at
φIM = 3π/2, φ′JN = π/2. Straightforward calcula-
tions based on Equation 2 show that�min is still given
by Equation 3, while�max is equal to 180◦ − �min.
Therefore, the allowed range of intervector angles is
reduced to a single interval,[�min,180◦ −�min].

The intervals defined above can be viewed as DC-
based restraints imposed on the angle between a pair
of internuclear vectors. It should be emphasized that
these restraints do not depend on the orientation of the
principal axes of the alignment tensor and thus can be
described as frame-independent.

As an example, consider the one-bond coupled
15N–1HN spin pairs from residues Glu 221 and Ser
270 in MBP, with dipolar couplings of 25.6 Hz and
20.8 Hz respectively (Yang et al., 1999). Substituting
the values ofAa = 1.55 × 10−3, R = 0.19 de-
rived in the previous section into Equation 3 we obtain
that the angle between these two vectors is confined
to the intervals [6.5◦, 56.5◦] and [123.5◦, 173.5◦]. In
general, it is typical that each individual restraint is rel-
atively weak: on average, one restraint eliminates only
34% of the� range, extending from 0◦ to 180◦ (as-
suming a uniform distribution of dipolar vectors and
R = 0.19). However, the looseness of each restraint is
compensated by the large number of restraints that are
available for a given structure, as discussed below in
more detail.

The values of�min and�max derived in this man-
ner apply to the case of zero experimental error.
The resulting restraints should, therefore, be relaxed
somewhat in order to account for experimental uncer-
tainty. In principle, this can be accomplished using the
standard formula:

1�min/max=

κ

√(
∂�min/max

∂D̃IM
σ̃IM

)2

+
(
∂�min/max

∂D̃JN
σ̃JN

)2

, (4)

where σ̃IM refers to the experimental error iñDIM

andκ specifies the error range in units ofσ̃ (in what
follows σ̃IM is 1/

√
2 of the rmsd between the repeat

measurements (Yang et al., 1999) andκ is set to 2.0).
However, the derivatives that enter into this expres-
sion contain singularities (see Equation 3) and we
have therefore used a numeric approach for estimating
1�min, 1�max. Specifically, for each DC constant
D̃IM we considered three values:D̃IM − κσ̃IM , D̃IM ,
andD̃IM + κσ̃IM , leading to nine combinations for a
given pair of dipolar couplings and subsequently to
nine�min, �max values. The smallest of the�min and
the largest of the�max values were used to formulate
the relaxed restraints. In cases whereD̃IM − κσ̃IM ,
D̃IM , or D̃IM + κσ̃IM fall outside the determined range
of dipolar couplings, the values greater than 2+ κσ̃IM

or less than−1−1.5R−κσ̃IM were excluded from the
analyses while the remaining outliers were rounded off
to 2 and−1− 1.5R, respectively.

Assessment of MBP structures using
frame-independent orientational restraints

In the previous section we described how two mea-
sured dipolar couplings can be used to constrain the
angle between the corresponding internuclear vectors.
For a molecule wheren dipolar couplings have been
measured, a total ofn(n − 1)/2 restraints can thus be
formulated. Subsequently, any molecular structure can
be analyzed using this set of restraints: if the angle
� between two internuclear vectors falls outside the
allowed range of angles then a violation is scored for
this pair of vectors. The total number of violations cal-
culated in this manner,Nviol , can be used to assess the
quality of the structure and, potentially, provide some
guidance in structure calculations.

In order to establish the usefulness of this pa-
rameter,Nviol has been calculated for a number of
different MBP structures using the experimental DC
data described above. The set of structures used in
these computations includes X-ray and NMR-derived
structures of various degrees of accuracy, as well as
extended conformations of MBP (see caption of Fig-
ure 3). Among these structures, 1OMP(S) that closely
approximates the solution state of MBP complexed
with β-cyclodextrin (Skrynnikov et al., 2000) was
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Figure 3. Two penalty functions,Nviol andχ, calculated on the basis of the experimental dipolar couplings for various MBP structures plotted
as a function of angular root mean square deviation (armsd) and root mean square deviation (rmsd) of the structures with respect to 1OMP(S).
Armsd is defined as the root mean square of the angle between the internuclear vectors from the trial structure and their counterparts from the
reference structure, as computed for the set of N-HN, CO-N, and Cα-CO vectors used in generating Figure 1. The symbols in the plot represent:
( ) structure 1OMP(S); (�) X-ray crystallography structures 1OMP (Sharff et al., 1992), 1DMB (Sharff et al., 1993), 1ANF (Quiocho et al.,
1997), and 4MBP (Quiocho et al., 1997); (N) set of NMR structures based on NOE, dihedral angle, chemical shift, and DC restraints including
1943 amide-amide, amide-methyl, and methyl-methyl NOE restraints (Mueller et al., 2000); (H) NMR structures based on NOE, dihedral angle,
and chemical shift restraints; (I) NMR structures based on partial NOE data (729 amide-amide NOE restraints); (J) structures obtained via
partial thermal unfolding of the NOE-based structures using the program CNS (Brünger et al., 1998); (∗) random conformers with the primary
sequence of MBP generated using the program TRADES (Feldman and Hogue, 2000) and refined using the program CNS. The parameterNviol
was calculated using the set of experimental DC data consisting of one-bond N-HN, CO-N, and Cα-CO couplings from the structured regions
in MBP. The solid lines in each of the plots help guide the eye. The dashed line indicates the limiting value of armsd, as defined in the text, for
a pair of unrelated structures with uniformly distributed orientations of the internuclear vectors. The valuesAa = 1.55× 10−3 andR = 0.19
have been used in these calculations (see Table 1).

chosen as the reference structure. Accordingly, all
other structures were characterized by rmsd (calcu-
lated for heavy backbone atoms) and armsd (angular
rmsd computed for N-HN, CO-N, and Cα-CO vectors
that correspond to the selected DC data) values with
respect to 1OMP(S). It should be noted that armsd
values are particularly useful in the analyses of dipo-

lar couplings since they are sensitive to orientations of
internuclear vectors (Ottiger and Bax, 1998).

Figures 3A and 3B illustrate the correlation be-
tweenNviol and armsd/rmsd. As expected, a strong
correlation is obtained betweenNviol and armsd (Fig-
ure 3A). Two clusters of points in the center of the plot
(triangles up and triangles down) correspond to NMR
structures of MBP (Mueller et al., 2000) calculated
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with and without DC data. A significant drop inNviol
is observed when DC data are included in structure
calculations. The dashed line in Figure 3A indicates
the limiting value of armsd that is obtained for a pair
of unrelated structures with uniformly distributed vec-
tor orientations,

√
(π2/2)− 2. A number of structures

employed in these calculations show armsd values
close to this limit, indicating that these structures bear
no resemblance to 1OMP(S) with regard to vector
orientations.

Further insight into the relation betweenNviol and
the quality of molecular structure can be obtained by
inspection of Figure 3B which illustrates the corre-
lation betweenNviol and rmsd. Remarkably,Nviol is
a good indicator of structure quality in the range of
rmsd from 0 to∼10 Å, while beyond this range it
does not show any correlation with rmsd. This can be
readily understood by considering a random extended
conformation of MBP with high rmsd and armsd val-
ues relative to 1OMP(S). Rotations involving several
backbone dihedral angles can transform the extended
conformation into a quasi-globular one, with a con-
comittant sharp drop in rmsd. The armsd, however,
typically remains unchanged since the orientation of
vectors in this new structure remains essentially ran-
dom after a small number of dihedral angle rotations.
Thus, in this situation a decrease in rmsd does not lead
to a decrease inNviol , as indicated by the plateau in
Figure 3B.

The agreement between DC data and a molecular
structure is often judged on the basis of the parame-

ter χ =
√∑

(D
exptl
IM −D calc

IM )2, where the summation
extends over the set of experimental DC data and
the values ofDcalc

IM are calculated for a trial struc-
ture following the optimization ofAa,R,α, β, andγ

(Yang et al., 1999). Note thatχ is a meaningful para-
meter when determined for a reasonably high-quality
structure; for low-quality structures calculatingχ in-
volves essentially meaningless values ofAa,R,α, β,
and γ. However, the optimization with respect to
Aa,R,α, β, andγ is extremely stable even for low-
quality structures, and hence a unique value ofχ is
always obtained.

The relation betweenχ and armsd/rmsd is illus-
trated in Figures 3C and 3D for the same set of
structures that were used in calculations ofNviol (Fig-
ures 3A and 3B). Comparison of Figures 3A and B
with 3C and 3D demonstrates that the two quantities,
Nviol andχ, provide a roughly equivalent measure for
the quality of a given structure. Notably, both func-

tions level off at high rmsd values. This suggests that
an intrinsic property of DC-based restraints is that they
only become useful if a preliminary molecular struc-
ture can be obtained with a resolution of better than
∼10 Å. This feature has already been tacitly recog-
nized in a number of studies where NOE restraints or
structural database information was used to assemble
a preliminary structure within this range of accuracy
(see Introduction).

In the context of an iterative structure refinement
algorithm, calculating bothNviol andχ can be time-
consuming. In particular, n(n− 1)/2 comparison op-
erations must be performed in order to calculateNviol
at each iteration. However, these comparison opera-
tions can be programmed using fast matrix manipula-
tion routines. In addition, the values of�min,�maxcan
be tabulated for all combinations of̃DIM , D̃JN prior
to iterative computations in order to avoid repeated
evaluation of Equation 3. The use of pairwise DC-
based restraints in the context of simulated annealing
structure determination protocols is further discussed
in the recent work by Meiler et al. (2000).

The violations obtained from an analysis of DC-
based angular restraints (see above) can be depicted in
the form of a two-dimensional map, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. In the maps of Figure 4a and 4b each residue is
represented by a unit interval along thex- andy-axes,
and each interval is divided into equal parts according
to the number of dipolar couplings measured for an
individual residue (in this case, the three subdivisions
correspond to CO(i−1)-N(i), N(i)-HN(i), and Cα(i)-
CO(i) couplings, in that particular order). Each node
on the two-dimensional grid corresponds to a pair of
specific internuclear vectors from residuesi, j . The
node is marked by a circle on the map if the respec-
tive angular restraint is found to be violated (i.e., if the
angle between the two internuclear vectors in the given
molecular structure is outside the allowed range deter-
mined on the basis of the experimental DC values).
Note that it is possible to color-code the map to reflect
the extent of restraint violations (results not shown).

A disadvantage of the maps shown in Figures 4a
and 4b is that it is not possible to distinguish between
violation-free regions and regions for which DC data
are unavailable (both cases correspond to empty areas
in the map). This problem can be eliminated by con-
structing the maps in a different fashion as illustrated
in Figures 4c and 4d. Here each measured dipolar cou-
pling, rather than each residue, is represented by a unit
interval along thex- andy-axes with the order of the
DCs the same as described above. Consequently, the
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Figure 4. DC consistency maps for two structures of maltodextrin-binding protein, 1OMP(S) (a, c), and 1ANF (b, d). In maps (a, b) the grid
is defined according to the residue number (sequentially from 1 to 370), while in (c, d) the grid is defined in accordance with the ordered
set of measured dipolar couplings as described in the text. The DC data used to generate angular restraints are from structured regions of the
polypeptide chain. The N- and C-domains consist of residues 6–109, 264–309 (N) and 114–258, 316–370 (C) as shown schematically in the
plots. The regions outside N- and C-domains that have been excluded from the analyses are represented by shaded areas (a, b). Lower panels in

(a, b) show the magnitude of̃Dexptl
IM − D̃calc

IM , whereD̃calc
IM values have been obtained via direct minimization ofχ2 with five fitting parameters,

Aa,R, {α, β, γ}, using the structures 1OMP(S) and 1ANF, respectively. The software used to prepare the maps is available upon request from
the authors.
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Figure 4b.
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Figure 4c.

density of angular restraint violations is well defined
throughout the map; however, the residue number can-
not be read off the axes directly as in Figures 4a and
4b.

The maps in Figure 4 provide comprehensive
pictures of the consistency between trial molecular
structures and experimental dipolar couplings and are
therefore referred to as DC consistency maps. Fig-
ures 4a and 4b show DC consistency maps based on
DC data from the structured regions of the polypeptide
chain for 1OMP(S) (Sharff et al., 1992; Skrynnikov

et al., 2000) and 1ANF (Quiocho et al., 1997), respec-
tively. These two structures of MBP differ by a domain
closure of 23◦ (residues in the N- and C-domains are
indicated on the sides of the maps). The DC consis-
tency map for the structure 1OMP(S) in Figure 4a
shows approximately the same density of violations in
both intra- and interdomain regions (i.e., for pairs of
vectors from the same domain and from the two differ-
ent domains). In contrast, the DC consistency map for
structure 1ANF shows a dramatically increased den-
sity of violations within the interdomain regions of
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Figure 4d.

the plot, while the density of violations within each
domain remains low (Figure 4b). This immediately
suggests that 1OMP(S) correctly describes the rela-
tive orientation of domains inβ-cyclodextrin-loaded
MBP in solution, while 1ANF does not, in agreement
with our previous findings (Skrynnikov et al., 2000).
The same conclusion is obtained from inspection of
Figures 4c and 4d.

The information contained in Figures 4b and
4d is of considerable importance since these maps

clearly indicate that the intradomain structure ofβ-
cyclodextrin-loaded MBP in solution is reasonably
well reproduced by the set of crystallographic coor-
dinates 1ANF, whereas the relative orientation of the
domains in the solution state and in the 1ANF crystal
form is significantly different. Following this observa-
tion, a high-quality solution-state structure was readily
obtained starting from X-ray coordinates and adjusting
the relative orientation of the domains (Skrynnikov
et al., 2000). In cases where structures of the indi-
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vidual domains already exist, this often provides an
attractive alternative to a full-scale NMR structure
determination, especially since current simulated an-
nealing protocols may not always be able to position
the domains accurately despite extensive use of DC
data.

More subtle details of molecular structure can also
be discerned from DC consistency maps. For exam-
ple, in the case of MBP, residues 340–370 show a
higher than average density of both intra- and in-
terdomain violations (Figure 4a), suggesting slight
differences in local structure between solution and
crystal states in this region. Moreover, DC consistency
maps which include residues from the linker region (to
be reported elsewhere) allow the identification of the
‘hinge’ residues involved in domain reorientation. The
results are in agreement with X-ray crystallography
analyses (Sharff et al., 1992). DC consistency maps
provide an effective tool for assessment of trial protein
structures. Their sensitivity is limited, however, by the
uncertainty in local geometry of the trial structures
(ca. 5◦ for orientations of dipolar vectors from high-
resolution X-ray coordinates) and by the experimental
errors in measured DC values.

In principle, information of a similar nature to that
obtained from DC consistency maps can be accessed
using the parameterχ. For example, fitting DC data
separately for the N- and C-domains of MBP using
the set of coordinates 1ANF results inχ values of
2.3 and 1.9 Hz per coupling, respectively. In con-
trast, fitting the entire structure yieldsχ = 3.6 Hz
per coupling. The large increase inχ when the whole
protein is considered indicates that the relative domain
orientation in the trial structure 1ANF is at odds with
DC data. Note, however, that the usefulness of aχ-
based analysis is limited since it does not provide a
comprehensive picture of the inconsistencies in a trial
structure. For example, this approach fails to reveal the
subtle structural variations that occur between residues
340–370 in the solution and X-ray conformations of
MBP. This is demonstrated by the lower panels in Fig-
ures 4a and 4b whereχ is plotted as a function of
the residue number for the structures 1OMP(S) and
1ANF. These plots offer little structural insight. Like-
wise,χ-based analyses would not help in identifying
the regions that are consistent with measured DC data
in the case where large portions of the trial structure
differ from the structure in question.

It is noteworthy that DC consistency maps bear
some resemblance to Cα distance variance maps
(Levitt, 1976) that are often used in the analyses of

protein structures. The main distinction is that Cα

distance maps highlight differences between pairs of
known structures, while DC consistency maps com-
pare one known structure with a second hypothetical
structure characterized solely by a set of measured
dipolar couplings. It should also be stressed that DC
consistency maps exploit the global character of dipo-
lar couplings by fully utilizing the information from
all pairs of dipolar vectors regardless of the distance
that separates them in the three-dimensional structure.
It is envisaged that DC consistency maps will be-
come a useful tool in the analyses of residual dipolar
couplings.
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Appendix

The ‘powder pattern’ probability density function
(Slichter, 1990) can be formulated for normalized
dipolar couplingsD̃, Equation 1, as follows:

4√
f (1− y)K

(
y(1− f )
(1− y)f

)
(y < f )

p(D̃) =
4√

y(1− f )K
(
f (1− y)
(1− f )y

)
(y > f )

y =
{(

D̃

Aa

)
+ 1+ 3

2
R

}/(
3+ 3

2
R

)

f = (3R)/

(
3+ 3

2
R

)
(A1)

whereK(x) is the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind, andy is a dimensionless variable ranging
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from zero to one (we note in passing thaty andf can
be used to rewrite Equations 2 and 3 in a more con-
cise form). The relevant probability density function
p(D̃) can be obtained by calculating the convolution
of p(D̃), Equation A1, with a Gaussian-type function
representing the measurement errors:

P(D̃) =
2Aa∫

−(1+(3/2)R)Aa
P (D̃′)

∑
k

wk√
2πσ̃2

k

×

exp

(
−(D̃ − D̃′)2

2σ̃2
k

)
dD̃′ (A2)

In Equation A2 the summation indexk refers to dif-
ferent types of DCs, the weighting coefficientwk =
nk/

∑
l nl is proportional to the number of measured

dipolar couplings of a particular type,nk, and the
normalized standard deviatioñσk is related to the
rmsd between the repeat measurementsρk according
to σ̃k = ρk/(

√
2Dk0 〈Sk〉). The probability density de-

scribed by Equation A2 is a function ofAa andR and
is used to approximate the histogram of experimental
DC data by fitting these two parameters (see Figure 1).
The integration in Equation A2 is facilitated by use of
the Taylor expansion forK(x) (Byrd and Friedman,
1954):

K(x) = π

2

∞∑
m=0

(am
m!
)2
xm (A3)

am =
(

1

2

)(
1

2
+ 1

)
. . .

(
1

2
+m− 1

)
a0 = 1

which avoids the effect of the integrable singularity
that occurs inp(D̃) aty = f .
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